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“Consumers’ love of overseas holidays has seen overseas
spending by Brits continue to increase despite a reduction
in business spending abroad. This demand will remain in
the coming years, but travel money providers face a
growing threat from digital banks.”
– Rich Shepherd, Associate Director – Financial
Services

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Currency fluctuations could influence post-Brexit destination choices
Changing travel trends offer travel money opportunities and challenges
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
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… while cash is also seen as best for sticking to a budget
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Urban parents with young children are most sensitive to rates
Figure 38: Attitudes towards travel money, CHAID analysis, November 2019
Security is less of an issue than might be expected
Challenging the budgeting power of cash is a route to card use growth
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Figure 39: Travel Money – CHAID – Table output, November 2019

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Market forecast best/worst case outcomes
Figure 40: Best and worst case forecasts for total annual expenditure on overseas trips by UK residents, 2019-24
Figure 41: Best and worst case forecasts for total annual expenditure on overseas holidays by UK residents, 2019-24
Forecast methodology
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